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The "Last Lecture Series" is an opportunity for us to learn from some of our past Leo or 
AS Fellow Award Winners as they reflect back on their careers, the field of information 
systems or both. The goal is to help us draw insights for ourselves, our students, and the 
future of the discipline from the rich treasure that is their experience and their 
observations. While these talks will surely not be anyone's "last lecture," the title 
hopefully puts the speakers in the mindset, and gives them the freedom, to jauntily veer 
away from the too often dry and objective confines of a typical academic presentation. 
Rather, they have the opportunity to focus on that which has gone before and to draw 
lessons from it, and in doing so, to help us all to remember the warm, the personal, and 
the often amusing detours on this ever emerging road we have chosen to travel. Our 
inaugural presenters are Leo award winners, Gordon B. Davis and Richard O. Mason, 
two of our field's "great men"; both Dick and Gordon have played essential roles in 
helping to define the field and to nourish it with their leadership.   
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Title: Useful Lessons from My Career as an Academic in Information Systems  
 
Abstract: This “last lecture” is to my fellow academics in information systems. My career 
spans the entire period of the adoption of information technology in organizations (from 
punched cards to the internet), the rise of the organization function of information 
systems, and the emergence of an academic field of IS (also called Management 
information Systems or MS).  have had great opportunities to work with colleagues to: 
found an MS department, head an MS research center, create new S degrees and 
curricula, and write original books and manuals. I have been very involved with the 
Minnesota MS doctoral program as advisor to many doctoral students and on many 
dissertation committees.  have been involved internationally and have been part of the 
leadership for our major S organizations. In my “last lecture”  will address two topics. 
The first is how I see the future of our field. The second is some personal career advice 
for my younger colleagues. I have had many successes and some failures, and  have 
observed the careers of many faculty members and doctoral students. I will summarize 
my observations as actionable advice about being a successful academic while being a 
happy, contributing human being.  
